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Reviewer's report:

The manuscript looks better now.

MINOR ESSENTIAL REVISIONS:

There are several language/grammatical corrections that needs to be corrected. Following are few of them:

1. Page 11: Change the word "adjudicated" to "resolved".
2. Page 13 line 3-4: Change "There found no projecting or on going ...... " to "No on going ........".
3. Page 15 line 2-3: Change "All studies made no mention on ......" to "No studies mentioned about ......".
4. Page 17 line 12: Remove 'and'.
5. Page 17 last line: Changed "valuated" to "evaluated".
6. Page 18 line 12: Change "digestive haemorrhage" to "gastrointestinal bleeding".

The last paragraph of the discussion still lacks clarity. Please rewrite that paragraph.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: Yes, and I have assessed the statistics in my report.
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